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Abstract:
This paper presents a framework to describe the crossover domain of e-learning and
agent technology. Furthermore it is used to classify existing work and possible
starting points for the future development of agent techniques and technologies order
to enhance the performance and the effectiveness of several aspects of e-learning
systems. Agents are not a new concept but their use in the field of e-learning
constitutes a basis for consequential advances.

1 Introduction
E-learning is nowadays one of the most interesting of the “e-”domains available through the
Internet [1]. In general it refers to a wide range of applications and processes designed to
deliver instruction through computational means [2]. Its well accepted importance in modern
education is beyond all question, but still can be increased by e.g. intelligently improving
several aspects of corresponding systems.
Agent technology is such a modern approach. The agent idea goes back to works of Carl
Hewitt in the field of artificial intelligence in 1977. He described an object “actor” being
interactive, independent and executable. Furthermore it was intended to have an internal state
and being able to communicate with other objects [3].
The crossover domain of agent-supported e-learning is focused on fundamental research about
the applicability of agent techniques and technologies in order to enhance the performance
and the effectiveness of several aspects of e-learning systems. Agents are not a new concept
but their combination with AI in the field of e-learning constitutes a basis for consequential
advances. In [4] Wilson et al. exemplary listed the following:
•

•

•

•

Pedagogic diversity: By agent technology a diverse set of learning models can be
parallel implemented, because it becomes feasible to configure low-level elements of
the architecture. Thereby distinct pedagogical and business models can be realized.
Pedagogy-driven implementations: Modular processes can be offered as services by
agents to drive system implementation by pedagogical imperatives rather than by the
construction technology itself.
Support of collaboration between organisations: Agents can decompose complex tasks
in order to provide basic services in a kind of construction kit. Thereby for example
needed applications can be easier defined and shared to provide functionality that is
common to all institutions and to share information between them.
Better return on technology investment: ROI is increased because applications or
better functionality can be acquired as needed and integrated in the existing
framework. That reduces purchasing and implementation costs, particularly in terms
of staff development and training.
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Faster technology development: Functionality is separated from the interface and is
replaceable more easily. By this a modular and flexible technology base is provided.
Individual components can be implemented, added and replaced more easily

After some fundamental introductory notes about e-learning and agent technology in chapter
2 their crossover domain is described by the presentation of a novel framework in chapter 3.
Recent advances in agent-supported e-learning are classified and exemplary outlined in
chapter 4. In section 5 we finish with a conclusion and some remarks about future work.

2 Fundamentals
2.1

E-learning

E-learning is an already established concept. It is not intended to exclude existing methods
and technologies of classroom education. An appropriate use might complement them [1].
First roots can be traced back to the 60ties with the PLATO and TICCIT experiences in the
USA [5]. The first knowledge based tutoring application appeared in domain of artificial
intelligence in early 1970s. The first applications were simple automated instruction tools.
Next fundamental steps were taken in the early 1990s. Authoring systems for intelligent
tutoring systems were designed and developed. Furthermore generic approaches were
implemented, e.g. with the usage of task and domain ontologies [6].
A general view on E-learning systems, involved roles and components is visualized in figure
1. In a typical learning environment learners, authors, trainers and administrators are the main
groups ([7], [8]). Sometimes these roles overlap, so trainers and authors can be the same
person, especially for small E-learning systems. The content to be presented is created by the
authors using authoring systems, stored in the learning management system (LMS) and
thereby made available for the learner via a run-time system. Especially for larger
applications additional roles can be identified e.g.: content expert, instructional designer,
programmer, graphic artist and project manager [8].

Figure 1. General E-learning system and involved roles (cp. [9])
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Agent technology

There exists no single definition for agents, but a lot of discussion (e.g. [10], [11], [12]).
Almost every author seems to propose own needs and ideas what leads to a variety of
definitions depending on the targeted problem area. The expressed spectrum determines
reasonable application areas as for example user interfaces, telecommunications, network
management, electronic commerce and information gathering [13]. Russel and Norvig
described this multiplicity aspect in this way [14]: “The notion of an agent is meant to be a
tool …, not an absolute characterization that divides the world into agents and non-agents.”
The Foundation for Intelligent Physical Agents (FIPA) defines agents as computational
processes that implement the autonomous, communicating functionality of an application
[15]. Mostly corresponding systems, architectures and points of view are based on using
attributes as defining entities. For example Wooldridge and Jennings define agents as
software-based computer systems with certain properties like autonomy, social ability,
reactivity and pro-activeness [16].

Figure 2. Agents and their interaction with the environment [cp. 17}]

3 A framework for agent-supported e-learning
Literature provides several approaches for the application of agent technology for the domain
of e-learning. A “pedagogically neutral, content neutral, culturally neutral, platform neutral”
[18] framework for the integration of possible architectural components is described below. It
is intended to be used as an abstract representation of the functionality of certain e-learning
artefacts that is provided or supported by a set of agents.
Some of the main proposed key features are e.g.:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Adaptable architectural components with extensive (additional) agent support.
Identification of approaches for agent-based support for e-learning systems.
Separation and provision of basic and specialised services for reuse and optimised
system development. Implementation aspects of basic aspects are hided from the user.
Improved focussing on key elements as e.g. pedagogical issues becomes possible.
Exchange of application functionality between organisations and interoperability are
eased.
Extensive evaluation capabilities of users and system artefacts.

The developed framework is based on the abstract framework [19] of the IMS Global
Learning Consortium, Inc. and the SUN Microsystems E-learning Framework [20]. It is
further refined by several aspects of related architectures and models as for example the Open
Knowledge Initiative [21], the ADL Sharable Content Object Reference Model (SCORM)
3(20)
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[22], the IEEE Learning Technology Systems Architecture (LTSA) [18] and the Learning
Technology System Architecture of the Carnegie Mellon University [19]. Special
requirements and advantages evolve from the intended application and integration of agentbased technology. Thereby it is especially focused on adaptation, autonomy, support and
flexibility.
The novel framework, visualised in figure 3, takes into account the diversity of users involved
in learning processes in contrast to the functional models of the abstract IMS framework [19].
Next to the main groups of learners, authors, trainers and administrators, support for content
experts, instructional designers, graphic artists and project managers is needed [8]. Their
requirements for an e-learning system are grouped and depicted by several functional
environments. Thereby the Presentation Environment (PE) is the basic platform for the
integration and display of the other environments. It is a basic element connected to all other
environments, like the Administration (AE) and Interaction Environments (IE), too.
Appropriate and specialised access to functionalities for the learner is provided by the
Delivery (DE) and Working Environments (WE). Authors, trainers, content experts,
instructional designers and graphic artists benefit from support of the Learning Unit
Environment (LUE) and the Content Environment (CE).

eLearning Platform Presentation Environment

Delivery
Environment

Working
Environment

Learning

Learning
Unit
Environment

Content
Environment

Administration
Environment

Interaction
Environment

Authoring

eLearning Services Layer
Common Services Layer
Infrastructure Layer

Support Layers

Figure 3. A framework for agent-supported e-learning
To guarantee flexibility, extension and interoperability the whole framework is based on three
support layers. They are differently specialised and are providing infrastructural support,
common services and e-learning services. We hereby define a service as a functionality
providing entity, which can be potentially used in different environments. Meanwhile the
environments are further hierarchically refined as described in the following subsections,
fundamental needed and desirable services are horizontally integrated as provided by the
support layers. The specific services can be ordered and used on demand. They also provide
the basis for the connection and data exchange between certain implementations of the
proposed framework. This abstraction of common facilities from the classic “LMS only”
model was already proposed e.g. [19] and [20].
4(20)
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E-learning Platform Presentation Environment

The E-learning Platform Presentation Environment (PE) is the core of the graphical user
interface (GUI) of every e-learning system implemented following this framework. It
provides personalised access for the different possible user groups. Exemplary use cases are
visualised in figure 4.
It mainly provides access to the learning, authoring and administration environments (as
described in [19]), as well as to the interaction environment.
An important aspect of GUIs for e-learning is the adaptability; the personalisation of certain
aspects based on collected information or assumptions about the user. That refers to all related
environments and may result in adaptive navigation support, adaptive presentation and
adaptive content [23]. Adaptive navigation support is related to the guidance of users and can
be established by global and local support mechanisms, by local orientation, global support
for orientation and by the management of individual views. Adaptive presentation can be
achieved by the sorting of resource fragments, the adaptive content presentation due to
different media formats and the adaptive provision of content because of differing quality,
transmission contexts and different languages. Classic approaches like changes in font size,
font type and font colour can be used for adaptive presentation, too. Methods for adaptive
content are e.g. basic, additional and comparing explanations, explanation variants and the
sorting of information fragments [23].
Context adaptability is supported by the advantage to integrate different implementations of
the proposed environments, extended with capabilities to receive and process contextsensitive information. By this mobile, ubiquitous learning becomes possible.

Figure 4. E-learning Platform Presentation Environment
Use case a: Request and presentation of the next part of a course
Use case b: Request and presentation of personal annotations to a certain topic
Use case c: Creation and management of courses or certain course substructures
Use case d: Creation and management of learning objects (LO)
Use case e: Update of entries in a user model
Use case f: Interaction with other learners, tutors or experts
The different environments themselves may interact with each other. A first primary relation
exists between the two learning environments. The DE and WE are closely connected,
because of the high possibility of exchanging data. Functionalities provided by the WE, like
media processing, can be requirements of certain tasks of the actual course presented in the
5(20)
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DE. Similar connections are needed for the LUE and CE. The learning objects are integral
part of the courses that are authored within the LUE.
Nevertheless the AE and IE will exchange data with all other environments, because each one
needs to be administered and collaboration between different users is always possible, too.
3.2

Learning Environments

The Delivery and Working Environments are grouping the functionalities of learning systems
to enable the learning itself. Therefore they mainly fulfil requirements demanded by learners.
The DE presents the course, its structure, course metadata, enables course catalogue
browsing, realises the registration and is responsible for other all functionalities that are
directly connected with the presentation of and working with learning content during the
learning process.
The WE is grouping functionalities for the support of the learning process. That refers to e.g.
to classic requirements known from classroom learning. Components for web search as well
as for the access to certain repositories are needed to get additional information about the
topic of the course. It is important for the personal learning progress to be able to make
private annotations to the course content and to manage own additional information, e.g. as a
list of links or in a private file system. A scheduler for collaborative work and time
management and the access to office tools are needed under certain circumstances. Figure 5
visualises these chosen aspects for parts of the learning environments.

Delivery Environment

Catalogue
Browsing
Registration

Course
Structure
Course
Presentation

Working Environment

Web
Access
Repository
Access

Annotation/Link
management
Private
File
System

Scheduler

Office

Figure 5. The Learning Environments

The learning environments need connections to the Administration and Interaction
Environments and to the support layers. Administration for example is needed for the
management of individual preferences; meanwhile interaction is fundamental for
collaborative learning tasks. As for the other environments the support layers are providing
access to basic information, repositories and functionalities that are needed for the
functionality of the actual environment itself.

6(20)
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Authoring Environments

The Learning Unit Environment and the
Content Environment are focused on
functionalities to support the authoring
process of educational content (e.g. basic
content, learning objects, assessments/tests,
courses). The process’ nature is iterative: the
planning, design and production cycle is
followed by a new iteration after an
evaluation for continues improvement (cp.
figure 6) [8].

Figure 6. Content Development [8]

The CE provides functionalities for the planning, design, creation, assembly and management
of basic content fragments. Thereby different media types need to be taken into account.
The LUE is focused on the processing of more complex content. Therefore we define a
learning unit as a piece of information that is more complex than the content fragments and
whose usage is targeted to education. Entire courses and course substructures like assessments
or tests are learning units.
The development and authoring of strategies for course assembly is a new key element of the
proposed framework. Those, e.g. didactical, strategies are needed for the high quality of
assembled learning resources, because they provide expert knowledge und user guidance for
this complex task. Figure 7 is presenting chosen aspects of the CE und LUE.

Content Environment

Planning

Design

Creation

Evaluation

Learning Unit Environment

Management
Publication

Management
Difficulty
/
Grading

Assembly

Strategy
Authoring

Publication

Figure 7. The Authoring Environments
Like the learning environments, the described authoring environments need connections to the
Administration and Interaction Environments and to the support layers by the same token.
3.4

Interaction Environment

Following Brown and Druguid in [24] learning is “a remarkably social process. Social groups
provide the resources for their members to learn.” There are several social reasons for
interactivity. It decreases isolation of the participants and increases the flexibility to adapt
new conditions. Furthermore it involves more human senses into learning and increases the
variety of learning experiences (multi-cultural environments, communication capabilities,
7(20)
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etc.). Furthermore interactivity builds a sense of group identity and community. Nonetheless
interaction sometimes is a fundamental requirement for certain courses [25]. Figure 8 is
dedicated to chosen fragments of the Interaction Environment.
The proposed framework integrates multiple communication channels as technical support for
human-to-human respectively human-to-computer interaction and is extended by additional
support tools. An avatar is used as a human representative for e.g. personalisation,
identification, anonymisation and as backup in case of absence. Another component is the
grouping tool, which is intended to form groups of learners for certain collaborative learning
tasks based on user model information and appropriate psychological theories.
Interaction approaches can be distinguished in synchronous and asynchronous. Synchronous
tools can provide text-, audio- or video-based chat, application/screen sharing, synchronous
Web browsing, shared whiteboards, etc. Asynchronous tools can span e.g. email, wikis,
forums, mailing lists or audio/video replay [26].
The IE technically needs close connections to all other environments, because collaborative
learning and working may occur in every proposed environment.

Figure 8. Interaction Environment
3.5

Administration Environment

The administration environment provides access for the management of all environments,
system components and support layers. The possibilities are ranging from simple observation
to the integration of new components or the update of existing ones. The access to
components and the provided functionalities is limited by the access restriction of a particular
user.
The most extensive access is possible for the administrators. All other user groups have access
to their specific objects and to the adjustment capabilities of the environments where they
have access to.
A very important example of needed accessibility is the manageability of the user model for
the depicted learner. If it is available and manageable for individuals it gives learner control
and responsibility [27]. Thereby it supports meta-learning activities like the monitoring of
learning, the setting of personal learning goals; it is the basis for planning goals and supports
the reflection about and the tracing of the learning progress by the comparison of set goals.
As presented in figure 9, the AE needs connections to all other environments.
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Administration Environment
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Figure 9. Administration Environment
Regarding functionalities we grouped in the user, institutional and technical area. Within the
user area all aspects are pooled that are related to specific user tasks. Thereby not only
learners, but all possible users have access to administration functionalities that are targeted to
them, their tasks or resources. Institutional management facilities provide access to services,
functionalities and resources that are related to the management of meta-activities within the
specific institution as e.g. user management, course management, class management, study
specification management and certification management. Management capabilities for the
classic administrator role are pooled within the technical area.
3.6

Infrastructure and Common Services Layers

The infrastructure and common support layers provide basic functionalities for the e-learning
services layer and the parts of the environments. This separation idea was adopted from [21]
and [19] and is based on the same motivation. The intended goals are twofold.
•
•

Thereby more complex functionalities of the upper framework elements do not need to
re-implement already existing ones; redundancy is avoided.
By the separation an easier intra-institution work sharing is possible, due to increased
portability of the system.

This presented framework differs in the assignment of specific functionalities to certain
support layers and environments, as descried below. The infrastructure layer is responsible for
basic networking and data transport, selected services are e.g.:
•
•
•

Exchange of data structures in terms of physical communications, messaging and
transaction needs [19]
Support of complex multi-zone agent communication [28][29]
Provision of the needed agent platform [30] [15]
o Agent management
o Message transport service
o Agent directory
o Services directory
o Agent communication language (ACL)
9(20)
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Figure 10. FIPA abstract architecture [30]
The common service layer provides generic functionalities for the upper layer and the
framework environments like (adopted and extended from [21]):
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Authentication and authorisation [21]
Rights management, validation
Service discovery, database control e.g. for [20] [21]:
o Learning content
o Learning meta data
o Learning assessment
o Learning administration
o User repository
Filing [21]
Automated resource update [27]
Logging of technical system aspects
Virtual centralisation of remote resources [27]

Additional possible services are summarized in a brief overview in [31] as part of the ELF
Initiative that is targeted towards a service-oriented approach for e-learning.
3.7

E-learning Services Layer

This layer provides specialised e-learning functionalities. Therefore they can be based on
services of lower support layers to provide them to the upper environments. Thereby the
provided services reveal fundamental educational and/or crossover nature for the certain
environments.
As the most specialised support layer this collection of e-learning specific services represent a
second dimension of the proposed framework. The more vertically specialised functionalities
of the environments are based on and are supported by multiple adopted implementations of
the proposed services. In figure 10 the hierarchy of environmental components is depicted in
the upper blue boxes, meanwhile the dots within the net below visualise potential cooperation
with the educational services.
To profit from the agent-supported realisation of this framework we propose the
implementation and offer of certain e-learning-specific functionalities of the presentation
environments as educational services. That e.g. relates to:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

Content assembly and sequencing service [20][22]
Content adaptation service
Scheduling service [21] [32]
Learning planner [19]
Annotation/link management service
Cataloguing service [19] [18]
10(20)
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Grouping tool
Interface to external office tools
Brokering service for educational material [28]

More fundamental services are for example:
(10) Evaluation (of e.g. learning progress, learning results, content usage, course usage,
user preferences, strategy usage, … ) [18]
o Collecting evaluation data: logging of education-related events, like learner
profiling
o Storing evaluation data
o Processing evaluation data
o Evaluation provision
(11) Educational resource management (e.g.: content, learning unit, strategies) [27]
(12) Registration for new courses [33]
(13) Knowledge management
(14) Report management
(15) Dictionary [21]
(16) Mobile learning management [34]
(17) User model service (management, update, …) [27]

Figure 11. Two-dimensionality of environmental functionalities (h) and services (v)
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Agent-based representation of framework artefacts

Within the last sections a framework for agent-supported e-learning consisting of several
artefacts was developed. In this section an agent-based representation of these specific
artefacts will be introduced. Therefore we abstract from standardised representations like [30]
and focus with the definition on the presented framework.
At first it is important to state, that a certain framework artefact can, but not necessarily must
be implemented using agent technology. Either it is an agent or a component following
another technological paradigm as e.g. service-orientation or object-orientation.
We define an aL-agent for the proposed framework as a 6-tuple A =( I , E , P, D, C , T ) with
•
•

•
•

•

I as a finite set of identification information of this agent: agent identifier, system
identifier (ID of the actual implementation of the framework), description …
E as a finite set of preconditions that describe e.g. other framework artefacts needed
for the creation of the actual agent: upper framework container, parallel artefacts,
services …
P as a finite set of parameters for the parameterised creation of the agent: place of
creation, rights, timer, functionality-specific initialisation parameters …
D as a finite set of communication descriptors for the description of the agent’s
communication interface. Each communication descriptor itself is a
triple Di = (Π, Μ , c(Ο)) with Π as the used communication protocol, Μ as the
corresponding communication method of the agent and c(Ο) as the concept of the
ontology Ο that describes the communication’s semantic (extended approach from
[35]) as well as input and output parameters.
C as a finite set of capabilities of the agent, where C i is a tuple C i = ( Fi , N ) with F
as a functionality provided the agent and N as a set of needed functionalities N ij ,

•

defined as the tuple N ij = ( Fk , G ) with Fk as the needed functionality and G as the
functionality providing framework component.
T as a finite set of termination conditions: logout of user, time, successful task
processing, successful task forwarding …

As an example we present the agent-based representation of three framework artefacts,
namely a chat agent, a container agent and a more complex user model agent.
Chat agent: This agent is a recommended part of the collaboration environment providing
synchronous communication functionality.
• Information: chat1, system1, “providing text-based synchronous communication
functionality”
• Existence conditions: container artefact in collaboration environment, access to user
model, access to message exchange server
• Parameters: login information for actual user, actual layout information …
• Chosen communication descriptors:
o FIPA-ACL, getActualUser(), user(metaInformation)
o FIPA-ACL, getMessageServerID(); messageServer(metaInformation)
o KQML, queryHistory(user x), history(personalInformation)
o …
• Chosen capabilities of actual agent:
o chatFunctionality, ((sendMessage, chatAgent), (receiveMessage, chatAgent),
(sendEmoticon, chatAgent), (receiveEmoticon, chatAgent), …)
12(20)
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o fileExchange, ((fileStorage, PersonalResourceRepository),
PersonalResourceRepository), …)
o …
Termination conditions: user logout, user initiated termination

(fileLookup,

Container agent: A container agent is a structuring graphical element within the graphical
user interface (GUI) of the e-learning application. That can be a window for example.
• Information: container1, system1, “providing space for sub-GUIs of specialised
agents”
• Existence conditions: container artefact in the certain environment
• Parameters: actual layout information …
• Chosen communication descriptors:
o FIPA-ACL, getActualSubguis(), childs(componentDescription)
o …
• Chosen capabilities of actual agent:
o spaceFunctionality, none
o …
• Termination conditions: user logout, system termination
User model agent: The exemplified user model agent compromises functionality as described
in [27], namely the update of a user model. Within the presented framework it is part of the elearning services layer.
• Information: UMAgent1, system1, “providing user model related functionality”
• Existence conditions: e-learning services layer
• Parameters: user id, user model database access …
• Chosen communication descriptors:
o FIPA-ACL,
updateInformation(senderComponent,
ontology.concept),
update(communication)
o FIPA-ACL, getInformation(ontology.concept), getInfo(communication)
o …
• Chosen capabilities of actual agent:
o update,
((addIndividual,
UMAgent),
(createConcept,
UMAgent),
(createRelation, UMAgent), (askSupportAgent, supportAgent1), …)
o addIndividual, ((accessDB, UMAgent), …)
o createConcept, ((accessDB, UMAgent), (accessOnto, UMAgent), …)
o createRelation, ((accessDB, UMAgent), (accessOnto, UMAgent), …)
o mergeOntologies, ((update, UMAgent),(askSupportAgent, supportAgent1),
(askSupportAgent, supportAgent2),…)
o askSupportAgent, ((findAgent, catalogueService), …)
o …
• Termination conditions: system termination

4 Recent advances in agent-supported e-learning
The basic question when applying a technology is its usefulness. When is it possible and
beneficial to integrate it? Milgrom et al. answered this basic question in [36] for the agentoriented paradigm by defining some guidelines validated by case studies (e.g. [37], [38]).
Their argumentation starts with a statement that agent-oriented design and implementation
will have its greatest scope of applicability in systems with following characteristics:
13(20)
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subsystems and subsystem components forming a system;
high-level interactions between subsystems and subsystem components in terms of
size and complexity;
changing interrelationships over time

Common problems types that can be solved with agent technology where described in [39]
and [40]. That may include system characteristics like dynamics, openness, complexity and
ubiquitousness as well as problem qualities like physical distribution of components, data and
knowledge. Agents can be helpful to solve these problems because of their scalability and
their ability to improve latency [1]. The key argument for the limitation of the applicability of
agent technology was argued in [36]. The principle of “avoiding overkill” refers to some
philosophical background. It mainly concerns to the adjustment of requirements and solution.
Not everything that is possible to design with agents should be implemented with it.
Otherwise it is a waste of time and effort.
4.1

Application of agent technology in e-learning

For our work of the domain of agent-supported e-learning we did an intensive literature
research about possibilities of application of agent technology for several e-learning aspects.
Agents are implemented for different reasons and are affecting different target types.
Possible affected targets of processing are the user itself, internal application components,
internal databases and external applications (as proxy). Figure 12 elucidates the focus of
actual research towards user-centred agent technology for e-learning.

17%

2%

User-related
Internal functionality related
Internal data related
31%

50%

Related to external applications

Figure 12. E-learning data artefact coverage by agents
Figure 13 visualises application possibilities of agents for certain types of e-learning
functionality. Again user centred functionality is one main aspect for the usage of agents; that
refers to e.g. knowledge delivery, notification, motivation and several objectives of humancomputer-interfaces in general. Chosen observable targets are the user, learning objects, other
knowledge resources and certain system artefacts. The “support” class of functionality
summarises aspects like decision taking, recommendations, tutoring and search capabilities.
Furthermore agents are used to manage knowledge, system components, learning activities
and several aspects of user models, meanwhile another application area for this technology is
the processing of several knowledge as for example content, several learning units or
evaluation data. Agents are used for adaptation and generation, too.
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Figure 13. E-learning functionality coverage by agents

In connection to the presented framework we identified a quite well-balanced distribution of
agent-based support approaches. The pattern emerges because of the possible application of
the approaches in different environments.
Delivery Environment: 52
Working Environment: 69
Learning Unit Environment: 58
Content Environment: 50
Administration Environment: 52
Interaction Environment: 47

E-learning Services Layer: 52
Common Services Layer: 10
Infrastructure Layer: 0
Relations to other platforms: 4

The different pattern among the three services layers has its origin in the specialised elearning focus of the analysed resources and the increasing fundamental nature of the lower
layers.
4.2

Classification of existing approaches for agent-supported e-learning

In this section a classification of chosen existing approaches within the targeted domain of
interest is presented.
Platform Presentation Environment:
• Agent-based GUIs for e-Learning [41][42]
Delivery Environment:
• Catalogue browsing:
o Access and dynamical interpretation of LOs [3]
o Proactive educational courses in distributed and mobile environments [33]
• Course presentation:
o Knowledge delivery [1] [7] [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] [51]
o User guidance/facilitation [1] [7] [45] [51] [52] [54] [55] [56]
o User motivation [45] [52] [53] [57]
o Learning path adaptation [58] [59]
Working Environment:
15(20)
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Scheduler:
o Proactive class schedule [32]
o Resource scheduling [60]
• Link/annotation management:
o Individual portfolio agent [61]
• Repository access:
o Library agent [61]
• Web access:
o Web search agent [61]
o Integration of external office tools [1]
Content Environment:
• Creation:
o Media conversion [62]
o Integration of external tools [1]
• Management:
o Resource management [63] [64]
Learning Unit Environment:
• Assembly
o Recommendation of LOs [7] [63]
o Didactic decision taking [60] [65]
o Hypothesis generation about future user actions [59]
• Strategy authoring
o Modelling pedagogy [60]
Administration Environment:
• User model:
o Autonomous management of user models in lifelong learning [27]
o Management of learning activities [60] [66]
• User management:
o Evaluation of teaching results [60]
o Student performance storage and evaluation [61]
• Resource management:
o Course management [6] [46] [64]
o Information management [67]
• Infrastructure:
o Management of system components [68]
Interaction Environment:
o Message board provision [1]
o Message delivery [51] [69]
o Syntax and semantic error detection [70] [71]
o Broker agent for interaction partner identification [61]
E-learning Services Layer:
o Knowledge/information/data search [1] [7] [45] [55] [61] [62]
o Knowledge/information/data processing/generation [62] [64]
o User profiling [1] [8] [47] [48] [49] [50] [53] [59] [60] [63] [64] [68] [72]
Common Services Layer:
o Service discovery and negotiation [55] [60]
o System evaluation [73]
o Authentication, authorization and encryption [62]
Infrastructure Layer:
o InfoStation-Based Multi-Agent System Supporting Intelligent Mobile Services
Across a University Campus [29]
•
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5 Conclusions and further work
In this paper we have presented a framework describing several components of e-learning
systems from an agent-based point of view. Additionally we presented a formal definition of
aL-agents for the framework and illustrate it with examples. Thereby and with the framework
itself we achieved the intended goal to provide a classification and characterization possibility
for the usage of agent within the domain of e-learning. We concluded with the presentation of
the actual usage to show the up-to-dateness of this crossover domain.
The proposed set of services, which are realizable by agent-technology, is definitely not
exhaustive, but it constitutes a basis for discussion and subsequent work in this field. Other,
more technical aspects should be taken into account, too.
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